TESTING SITE & CAPABILITIES

- Handicap accessible
- Proper restroom facilities and water fountains
- Area to store candidates’ belongings
- Experienced in managing inclement weather and emergency situations
- Photo IDs checked
- Proper lighting
- Constant monitoring by professional proctors on site
- Proper ventilation

- 24/7 proctor support provided at Castle Scantron, not overseas
- Supported by live person, within seconds
- Bilingual customer support (Spanish & English)
- Dividers and spacing
- area to store candidates’ belongings
- Equipped with technology for exams of all types
- Constant monitoring by professional proctors on site
- Instant confirmation emails with all the info you need
- Online scheduling available 24/7
- Intuitive delivery system; a demo is provided
- We add seats so we never exceed 25% of our overall seat capacity, leaving plenty of seats for your program
- Mobile units available for large scale IBT single day events
- Dry-erase boards vs. scratch paper
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